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The Murderer in Paris

Number night there was a Nazi warrior that lived on top of the Proper Noun Tower. He was never

found but he killed 15 people today. The total of people he killed is 99. On 12th of October, Year . He

created a very small hut under the 58 Tour Eiffel. Everyone that came there died. People said there was a ghost.

Some said there was a man who goes there every night. but his Noun could move around the restaurant.

so he could not be found. and when he goes around his hut Adjective .

One day the Noun found him and he was planning to kill the Noun and hack the Paris Police

Department and Make a blackout that would never last. He completed all his attempts but not this

Number . He was found and attacked but he already moved. He moved to the presidents house. He shot

the president but he was found but was still low profile. and the president was only Pronoun injured. He

went to a famous artists house and pretended to be a waiter.

He was captured because the chef found a dagger in his pocket. So they captured him. He was Verb - 

Past Tense to jail by the spy group called the Proper Noun . His weapons was taken to the NYPD so they

could use it. He was taken to a jail with all high-tech security. It has 100,200 guards and a maze that the

murderer wouldn't find the exit. If he tried to Verb he will be trapped in a box for Year years

but if he does not escape he will be in there for Number years.
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